FEATURING AQUA-STOP BRUSHES
20% CHEMICAL & WATER SAVINGS
OFFSET BRUSH DECK IS IDEAL FOR CLEANING CLOSE
TO WALLS & UNDERNEATH OBSTACLES
COVERS 34,445 SQ. FT. PER HOUR

PHOENIX 26 ECO | 26” ECONOMICAL WALK-BEHIND SCRUBBER

PHOENIX 26 ECO |

PRODUCT FEATURES

The Phoenix 26 ECO is a compact disc brush scrubber with a 26”cleaning path. It is a traction drive
model covering 34,445 sq. ft. per hour. The sleek design provides an excellent line of sight and the
compact design results in total operator comfort by focusing on ergonomics. Easy-to-understand
controls ensure that the machine is simple to operate. This machine has adjustable speed regulation,
an offset brush head for greater view and adjustable hand bails. Aqua Stop brush technology offers
20% water and chemical savings by retaining the water and chemical under the brush longer saving
water and producing professional results. The Phoenix 26 ECO features a 12 gallon solution tank and
a 13 gallon recovery tank. The recovery tank is easy-to-clean and hygienic while the Anti-Foam
System (AFS) protects the vacuum motor from damage. An on-board charger is convenient and
allows the machine to be charged anywhere. As an added safety feature, when the on-board charger
is plugged in, the machine is not operable. Squeegees have also been designed so that no operator
adjustment is necessary. A low brush deck design is ideal for cleaning underneath obstacles such as
shelves, warehouse racks and other stationary objects. The Phoenix 26 ECO is a cost-effective
solution for cleaning large areas.

Aqua-Stop Solution Control
with Aqua-Saver:
Adjustable water flow with pre-set
setting allows for maximum use of
solution tank cutting operator expense.
Aqua-Saver setting will save water,
chemical and money; while allowing
for less tank refilling.

Offset Brush Head:
The offset brush head allows for
greater viewing of the area to be
cleaned and allows for easier
access along walls and underneath
low profile objects.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

PHOENIX 26 ECO TECHNICAL DATA

Quality Where It Counts

The lid for the recovery tank must be sealed to have excellent vacuum.
Our lid has a captured rubber gasket that will not absorb water and
chemical then breakdown and compromise the vacuum. Our gasket
can be removed cleaned and re-installed for consistent performance.

Scrubbing Style

Disc

Scrub Path

26”

Sweep Capable

No

Power Source

24 volts

Brush Motor Power

.75 hp

Brush RPM

180 RPM

Brush Pressure

1 Settings

Solution Capacity

13 gallon

Recovery Capacity

12 gallon

Scrub Brushes

13” Disc (2)

Theoretical Productivity

34,445 ft2/hr

Polish Package

Revitalize your floor using our Power Polish series of brushes.

Exceptional Water Recovery

The combination of quality urethane squeegees and an exceptional
vacuum produces a completely dry, clean surface.

“Aqua Stop” Water Savings

The scrub brush or pad is encapsulated with a ring which retains
the water/chemical longer, producing a 20% water/chemical savings.
An additional benefit is the labor savings received by reducing trips
to fill and dump tanks

Non-Marking Solid Tires

Excellent tire traction in water, non marking, chemical resistant compound

Easy-To-Use

Operators will understand the operator controls giving them the
confidence to produce professional results.

Ergonomic Heavy-Duty Design

Adjustable speed controller, ergonomic hand balls, low profile offset
scrub head offers superior handling and improved productivity.

On-Board Charger

Offers the ease and convenience to simply remove the plug from the
side of the unit and plug into the nearest outlet saving space and time.

Aqua-Stop Technology is a thin rubber strip surrounding brushes that have been introduced and implemented at Minuteman. This water and chemical
reduction factor translates into economic gains for our customers as well as environmental benefits to display the overall effectiveness of Aqua-Stop.
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